Managing global
issues
Friday 29 June 2018
St James the Less, Pimlico, London

Limited early bird places available for £145+VAT (T&Cs apply)

Develop your subject knowledge of new A Level content and discover
interesting and innovative ways to teach political geography
•
•
•
•

Examine the management of global issues by international stakeholders, through
establishing trade rules, conflict resolution and legislation
Explore how agencies can promote growth and stability but may exacerbate inequality
and injustice
Discuss threats to national sovereignty and world peace in a globalised world
Consider initiatives to tackle global poverty and the management of environmental
issues.

Sessions include:

•

Lectures:

•

Global politics
Tim Marshall

•

Borders and the governance of
movement
Jonathan Darling

Teacher-led workshops:
Management of environmental
issues
Creating and sharing global
governance resources

This day is for you if:

•

You want to gain knowledge and confidence
teaching geopolitical issues
You would like to discover and explore innovative
teaching strategies to be used in class
You want to access updated place-based studies
that can be used with all key stages
You want to gain relevant and current resources
and activities for this topic and beyond

Prices (subject to VAT at 20%):
£145 + VAT (Limited early bird places available, must be
booked by Friday 18 May 2018, T&Cs apply)
£195 + VAT (Schools Programme members)
£295 + VAT (non-members)
£145 + VAT (additional places from the same department)

Inspirational professional development
for teachers and school leaders

www.princes-ti.org.uk/events

Speakers
Putting you in touch with up-to-date subject knowledge
Tim Marshall spent three years as IRN’s Paris correspondent and then
joined Sky News as their diplomatic editor and foreign correspondent.
He left full time news journalism to concentrate on writing and analysis.
He has written three books, including Shadowplay: The Overthrow of
Slobodan Milosevic, and Prisoners of Geography.
Jonathan Darling is Assistant Professor in Human Geography at the University of Durham.
He has worked extensively on the experiences of refugees and asylum seekers in Britain and is
currently working on an ESRC funded project exploring the impact of the UK’s refugee dispersal
policy. Jonathan teaches courses on urban politics, migration and geographies of mobility.

Teacher Leader
All of our days are developed and led by practising teachers
Keeley Dean studied Geography at the University of Portsmouth and qualified as a teacher in
2001. Since then she has taught at Oakwood Park Grammar School in Maidstone, Kent, where she
is Subject Leader for Geography. Keeley’s department has been a member of the PTI’s Schools
programme since 2010.
Management of environmental issues
This workshop will explore the key environmental issues that face the planet today and provide
some suggested teaching and learning resources and strategies to be used in the classroom.
Creating and sharing global governance resources
This workshop will help teachers to deliver the global governance and geopolitical issues on the
new specifications by providing up to date material and place-based studies.

“A really useful day. The teacher workshops gave me ideas to
use my new knowledge.”
- Zara Asghar, Challney High School for Boys | Geography CPD Day participant 2016

About The Prince’s Teaching Institute
We know that for every student in every school,
every teacher matters.
The PTI is a charity run by teachers, for teachers. We
re-engage teachers with their specialist subjects,
inspiring them to bring enthusiasm into class and
raise the aspirations of their pupils.

www.princes-ti.org.uk

